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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The maximum vertical jump is an important skill in many sports. Vertical 

displacement is required to dunk a basketball or spike a volleyball. Maximum vertical 

jumping also has been used as a measure of muscle strength in exercise and fitness 

testing. Learning how to maximize the vertical jump effectively is important for coaches 

to increase the performance of their players. Research on maximum vertical jump 

performance has identified several factors that contribute to vertical jump success 

including peak power of the COM and vertical velocity of the COM (Aragon-Vargas & 

Gross, 1997; Dowling & Vamos, 1993). However, the research has not been able to 

identify variables that accurately predict performance (Aragon-Vargas & Gross, 1997; 

Dowling & Vamos, 1993). Factors that contribute to vertical jump performance have 

been identified previously by researchers, but have led to inconclusive and often 

conflicting results (Bobbert & Van Ingen Schenau, 1988; Dowling & Vamos, 1993; 

Hudson, 1986). 

Vertical jump performance is measured frequently by the maximum vertical reach 

height. The maximum reach height is a product of the height of the center of mass 

(COM) and the posifion of the body around the COM at the apex of flight (Vint & 

Hinrichs, 1996). The abihty to opfimize one's body position around the COM is a skill 

and may not reflect truly one's vertical jump performance; therefore, the vertical jump 

often is measured by the vertical displacement of the COM. 



Vertical jump performance requires an external force greater than the weight of 

the body (Adrian & Cooper, 1989; Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996). The external force 

used for the vertical jump is the ground reaction force (GRF) which is a result of the 

transfer of the torque of the involved joints to the ground. The GRF force is then 

transferred to the body and determines the velocity of the COM. The point of application 

of the GRF upon the body is measured using the center of pressure (COP). The 

importance of the position between the COM and the GRF has been suggested (Bobbert 

& Van Ingen Schenau, 1988; Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996), but little or no research has 

examined the relationship of the horizontal distance between the COM and the position 

of the COP. 

The body is propelled into the air during a maximum vertical jump. The flight of 

the body determines the performance outcome. The body in flight is a projectile. 

Therefore, its displacement can be described using the common properties of projectiles. 

The parameters affecting projectile flight are the velocity, angle, and height of the COM 

at take-off, air resistance, and gravity (Hall, 1999). The velocity, angle, and height of 

COM at take-off are a result of the musculoskeletal system's movements during the force 

production phase of the vertical jump. Air resistance and gravity are environmental 

determinants that can not be manipulated significantly in maximum vertical jump 

performance (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996). 

The velocity of the COM created during the force production phase is a reflection 

of the sum of the torque of each involved joint. The torque at a joint is a result of the 

muscle contractions involved in moving the bony structure. The resultant torque is the 

result of the contraction force of the agonist muscle(s) after subtracting the effect of the 



antagonist muscle(s). The amount of force developed is dependent on the characteristics 

of the muscle tissue. Training can increase the amount of force generated by the muscle, 

thus increasing the torque of the joint (Roberg & Roberts, 1997). However, joint torque 

has not been found to be a predictor of jumping performance (Genuario & Dolgner, 

1980). Increases in strength have been shown not to increase vertical jump performance 

and often have resulted in decreases in performance (Bobbert & Van Soest, 1994) further 

suggesting the importance of additional parameters in vertical jump performance. 

Few research studies have examined the direction (angle of take-off) of the COM 

during the vertical jump. In an effort to explain developmental differences in vertical 

jump, Jenson et al. (1994) examined differences in motor control parameters of children 

(mean age 3.4 ± .5 years) and skilled adults. Motor control was measured by the take-off 

angle (defined by the velocity vector of the center of mass). The authors found the angle 

of take-off in low performing participants to be significantly less than participants with 

greater jump heights. Jenson et al. (1994) suggested that control of the COM was a 

contributing factor in maximum vertical jump performance as it related to development. 

In order to find factors that correlate to vertical jump performance, Dowling and 

Vamos (1993) examined 15 kinetic and temporal parameters in 97 participants. Positive 

peak power was the factor found to correlate best to vertical jump performance. The 

authors suggested that multi-segment coordination be examined as a predictor of vertical 

jump performance. The influence of the coordinafion of the segments on performance 

has been studied previously, and the reader is directed to the works of Bobbert and Van 

Ingen Schenau (1988) and Hudson (1986). 



Coordination in the vertical jump has been defined as the timing of the peak joint 

velocities of the hip, knee, and ankle (Hudson, 1986). Hudson (1986) compared vertical 

jump coordination in skilled and unskilled athletes. She found that the majority of her 

participants had a simultaneous coordination pattern, with all joint velocities peaking at 

approximately the same time. Coordination patterns were not shown to be significantly 

related to vertical jump performance (Hudson, 1986). Hudson also suggested that the 

sequence of a proximal to distal coordination pattern was perhaps less important than the 

timing of the chosen sequence. 

Bobbert and Van Ingen Schenau (1988) suggested that the ideal coordination 

sequence for maximum performance was a pattern of proximal to distal peak velocities of 

the segmental end points. The authors stated that this sequence would allow each muscle 

to release the largest amount of energy, thus giving maximum contribution to the velocity 

of the COM. However, this ideal sequence has not been associated directly with greater 

vertical jump performance (Aragon-Vargas and Gross, 1997; Bobbert & Van Ingen 

Schenau, 1988; Hudson, 1986). 

Research has identified several factors affecting vertical jump performance 

(Aragon-Vargas and Gross, 1997; Bobbert & Van Ingen Schenau, 1988; Dowling & 

Vamos, 1993). The complexity and multiple interactions among factors is presented in a 

factors-results analysis created for this study (Figure 1) and illustrates the components 

necessary to achieve maximum vertical height. Previous research in maximum vertical 

jump performance has been able to partially predict performance using one or a 

combination of factors such as vertical velocity and peak power of the COM (Aragon-

Vargas & Gross, 1997; Dowling & Vamos, 1993). However, the ideal combination of 



factors to optimally predict maximum vertical jump performance has not been 

determined. 

Purpose 

The purpose of the study was to examine the relationships among mechanical and 

motor control parameters on maximum vertical jump performance. Specifically, the goal 

was to examine the influence of motor control (angle of take-off and position of the COP 

relative to the COM), and mechanical parameters (power of COM at take-off, COM 

velocity at take-off, and sequence of maximum joint velocities) on maximum counter-

movement vertical jump performance Gump height). 

Research Questions 

In order to understand further the relationships among the factors that effect 

vertical jump performance, the following research questions were established. 

1. What is the relationship of the following mechanical variables 

and vertical jump performance: 

a. COM velocity at take-off 

b. average COM velocity 

c. power of COM at take-off 

d. coordination? 
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2. What is the relationship of the following motor control parameters and 

vertical jump performance: 

a. angle of take-off 

b. horizontal distance of the COP relative to the COM? 

3. Which of the selected combination of mechanical and motor control 

parameters best predict performance? 

Definition of Terms 

The following section defines the terms used within the study. 

Akimbo - body position with the hands placed upon the hips. 

Biarticular Muscles - muscles that cross two joints. 

Center of Mass - the calculated position in which all of the mass of an object is 

distributed equally. 

Coordination - the temporal sequence of maximum joint velocities. 

Ground Reaction Force - the equal and opposite force created by a force acting 

upon the ground. 

Joint Angular Velocity - the measure of the change in angular position of the 

joint divided by the time of displacement. 

Kinematic - the study of an objects position in space and time. 

Kinetic - the study of forces that cause movement. 

Motor Control - participant's ability to produce a movement 

efficiently and accurately. 

Temporal - the measure of events as they relate in time. 



Vertical Jump Performance - the vertical distance between the COM at 

take-off and the vertical posifion of the COM at the apex of the jump. 

Limitations 

The following are limitations of this study: 

1. Video Information. Errors in collecting video data are acknowledged. Sources of 

error include perspective error, picture resolution, camera vibration, digitizing error, 

and movement of the markers due to skin movement. 

2. Capture Speed. The rate of acquisition allows for small increments of time in which 

the movement was not assessed. Changes that occur between digitized samples are 

not measured. 

3. Synchronization of Equipment. Synchronization of the data collected from the force 

platform with the video data introduces temporal errors. The last instant the foot is in 

contact with the platform was synchronized with the instant prior to the vertical GRF 

equaling zero. 

4. Synchronization. The manual synchronization of data introduces a possible source of 

error. 

5. Anthropometric Models. Limitations exist in the use of the existing anthropometrical 

models used for determining information about segment parameters and calculation 

of the COM locafion. 

6. Maximum Jump Performance. The maximum jump performance chosen for analysis 

may not adequately reflect long-term vertical jump performance. 



Delimitations 

The following are delimitations of this study: 

1. Male populafion. The generalization of the research ma> only be applicable to the 

male population. 

2. Recreafional athletic populafion. The results of this stud} may not apply to 

populafions at different levels of athleficism. 

3. Jump Type. The jump type used in this study (maximum vertical counter movement 

jump with the arms akimbo) may not reflect performance of an unrestricted or 

non-vertical jump. 

4. Maximum effort. It was assumed that maximum effort was given for each vertical 

jump attempt. Failure of a subject to perform u ith maximal effort reduces the ability 

to generalize the results of maximum \ ertical jump performance to the population. 

Significance 

Improvement of vertical jump performance is a concern of athletes and coaches in 

many sports. Research in vertical jump has been able to identify some of the components 

affecting performance: however, the results are sometimes conflicting. Additionally, 

research has been unable to reliably predict vertical jump performance. Coordination 

sequence has been suggested as a factor of performance in the vertical jump (Bobbert & 

Van Ingen Schenau, 1988; Hudson, 1986). However, not only has the coordinafion 

sequence not adequately predicted performance, the timing of peak joint velocifies used 

to identify coordination is not easily measured. Increases in strength, often associated 



with training, have not been associated with increased performance and are sometimes 

associated with a decrease in performance (Genuario & Dolgner, 1980). 

Peak power of the COM has been used to account for some of the variance in 

vertical jump performance (Dowling & Vamos, 1993). Power is developed using a 

plyometric training method that often is used to improve vertical jump performance. The 

identification of additional parameters that reliably predict performance is needed for a 

more complete understanding of optimal vertical jump performance. The identification 

of parameters that can be observed such as the angle of take-off and body position will 

assist the athletes and coaches in adjusting technique for opfimal vertical jump 

performance. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Vertical jump is an integral part of many sporting actiMties and often determines 

individual success. The purpose of this study was to examine the relafionships among 

mechanical and control parameters during maximum vertical jump performance. In order 

to obtain a thorough understanding of the factors related to the vertical jump 

performance, a review of literature was conducted and is presented in this chapter. The 

review provides an overview of human vertical motion and the determinants of vertical 

jump performance including the generafion and control of the forces acting upon the 

COM. 

Factors Contributing to Vertical Motion 

In order to project the body, an external force, in this case a GRF must be present 

(Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996). The external force must be greater than the weight of 

the body before upward movement can be created (Adrian & Cooper, 1989). The 

requirements for vertical displacement can be understood by the application of Newton's 

second law of physics that states that acceleration of a body is directly related to its mass, 

and Newton's third law of physics, stating that for every action there is an equal and 

opposite reaction (Enoka, 1994). In vertical movement, the force applied upon the 

ground causes an equal and opposite GRF. The amount of reaction force returned to the 

body determines the acceleration of the body, which is represented by the acceleration of 

its COM. As the force generated becomes greater than the acceleration of the mass of 
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the body, the body is projected into the air. In summary. \ ertical jump performance is 

determined by the magnitude and direcfion of the velocity of the body's COM at take-off, 

which is determined by the amount of force generated by the musculoskeletal 

components creating accelerafion of the COM. 

Determinants of Jumping Performance 

A jump is defined as "a projection of the body into the air by means of a force 

made by the feet or hands against a surface" (Adrian & Cooper, 1989, p. 315). Jumping 

ability is a fundamental movement pattern and is usually attained in early childhood after 

walking and running skills are obtained (Jenson, Phillips, & Clark, 1994). A vertical 

jump is one of many possible types of jumps. It is used in many movement activities such 

as recreational games like jump rope and hopscotch and team sports like basketball and 

volleyball. Although all jumps must involve some vertical displacement, maximum 

vertical displacement is required in activities such as dunking or blocking in basketball 

and spiking and blocking in volleyball. When maximum height is the objective, several 

mechanical, physiological, and motor control parameters interact to determine jumping 

performance. 

The maximum height achieved during a vertical jump is a product of the position 

of the body around the COM at the vertical peak of the COM during flight (Vint & 

Hinrichs, 1996). The individual skill of maximizing one's body posifion around the 

COM increases variance in performance. In research, vertical jump is often measured by 

the vertical displacement of the COM with the position of the arms restricted (Bobbert & 

Van Ingen Schenau,1988; Hudson, 1986). 

12 



During a maximum vertical jump, one propels the body off the ground creating a 

projecfile for the purpose of achieving maximum vertical height. As a projectile, the 

body assumes the properties common to all projectiles. The five components of a 

projectile are velocity at take-off, angle of take-off, height of the COM at take-off, air 

resistance, and gravity (Hall, 1999). The coordinafion of these five factors determines the 

vertical jump performance. Previous research has examined many of these and related 

factors in an attempt to understand opfimal vertical jump performance. 

Vertical Velocity at Take-Off 

The velocity of the COM commonly has been measured using the vertical 

velocity at take-off. Dowling and Vamos (1993) stated that the height of the COM 

during a vertical jump is a result of the vertical velocity of the COM at take-off. The 

velocity of the COM is a result of the force generated by the musculoskeletal movements 

of the system. 

Musculoskeletal Movement 

Creating the ability for movement is one of the roles of the musculoskelatal 

system. The musculoskeletal system consists of muscles, which provide the force that is 

transferred to the bones via tendons. This muscular force creates movement of the bones 

and the extent and type of bone movement is dependent upon the bony structure. The 

force exerted by a muscle is a product of the physiological and mechanical characteristics 

of a muscle. Factors affecting muscular force are muscle innervation, muscle size, 

muscle length, muscle fiber type, contraction velocity, fiber angle, and energy supply. 

13 



Some of the factors that can change with training are muscle size and energy supply 

(Spence & Mason, 1992). 

Muscle Training Adaptations 

Training that involves a stress to the muscular system results in physiological 

adaptafions of the muscle tissue (Robergs & Roberts, 1997). Muscular training results in 

an increase in muscle fiber size. The increase in fiber size allows the muscle to produce 

greater force (Robergs & Roberts, 1997). Energy supply also adapts as a result of 

exercise allowing the muscle to increase the number of peak force contractions (Robergs 

& Roberts, 1997). The force generated by the muscle is a necessary component in 

performance; however, it is only one parameter in the generation of human movement. 

Force is also a function of the velocity in which the force is applied. The muscle's 

ability to generate force decreases as the velocity of concentric muscle contraction 

increases (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996). As seen in Figure 2, the force velocity 

relationship is illustrated by a force velocity curve. 

14 
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Figure 2. The muscular force-velocity relationship. Source: Kreighbaum & Barthels, 
1996, p.70 

Muscular power is the force of the muscle multiplied by the velocity of the force 

applied (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996). Muscular power represents the ability to exert 

force in a temporally efficient manner. Peak muscular power can be generated at optimal 

velocity and optimal force of a muscle contraction (but not at the peak of either), as 

illustrated by the power-velocity curve (Figure 3) (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996). 

However, variance in muscle properties provides a variafion in peak power relationships 

depending upon the force and speed of the muscular contracfions (Kreighbaum & 

Barthels, 1996) making parameters of opfimal power output difficult to determine. 
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Figure 3. The muscular power velocity relafionship. Source: Kreighbaum & Barthels, 
1996, p.71 

Muscular Strength, Joint Torque, and Vertical Jump Performance 

Human movement potential is constrained by the amount of muscular strength 

developed. Muscular strength is observed in joint torque. Torque is the rotational force 

created by the muscle providing a force to a bony lever. The result of this force is a 

tendency for movement of the bone about the axis of the joint (Adrian & Cooper, 1995). 

Genuario and Dolgner (1980) examined the relafionship between the ability to develop 

leg torque and vertical jump performance. The torque developed at two speeds of knee 

flexion and knee extension in 29 female athletes was measured and compared to vertical 

jump performance. Although torque at a high angular velocity significanfiy related to 

performance, it could only account for 25% of the variance of vertical jump height. The 

researchers suggested litde or no relationship between the ability to generate torque and 

vertical jump performance. 
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Bobbert and Van Soest (1994) used a simulation model to examine the 

relationship between strength and vertical jump performance. The researchers found that 

strength increases without control adaptations resulted in a decrease in vertical jump 

performance. Bobbert and Van Soest suggested that for opfimal performance, strength 

increases should be accompanied by coordination training. 

Muscular System Involved in Vertical Jump 

The vertical jump movement is a complex movement involving multiple degrees 

of freedom throughout the body. The generation of force by the muscles of the hip, knee, 

and ankle is assisted by the additional momentum contributed by the arms (Shetty & 

Etnyre, 1989). Much previous vertical jump research has included participants that 

placed the arms akimbo. Much of the focus of this research has concentrated on the force 

production of the musculature of the hip, knee, and ankle joints. The generation of force 

is a product of hip extension, knee extension, and plantar flexion and these applied forces 

are countered by the GRF. In counter movement vertical jumps, a pre-stretch movement 

of hip flexion, knee flexion, and dorsi-flexion precedes the generation of force. Ideal 

force production involves the coordination of the muscles controlling each movement. 

COM velocity is often used as a measure of the coordination of the muscular system 

because the COM represents the mass center of the enfire body and is used for movement 

analysis. 

The biarticular muscles, muscles that cross two joints (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 

1996), involved in vertical jump movement increase the complexity of the inter-segment 

coordination and thus the difficulty in understanding peak force production. Specifically, 
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the rectus femoris is active during concentric hip flexion and knee extension: the 

hamstrings (biceps femoris, semitendinosus, and semimembranosus) are involved in 

concentric hip extension and knee flexion (Hall, 1999). However, during the force 

production phase of the vertical jump, the hip is extending while the knee is extending 

causing opposing roles of the biarticular muscles. Likewise, the gastrocnemius assists 

with knee flexion and plantar flexion (Hall, 1999), but in the vertical jump knee extension 

occurs simultaneously with planter flexion. 

Researchers have attempted to understand the inter-muscular relationships to 

determine optimal force production patterns in the vertical jump (Bobbert & Van Ingen 

Schenau, 1988; Pandy & Zajac, 1991). Bobbert and Van higen Schenau (1988) 

examined maximum vertical jump attempts of 10 male volleyball players and gathered 

kinematic and kinetic variables for analysis. Results of the study suggested that for 

optimal force production, the vertical velocities of the endpoints of the segments should 

peak in sequence from proximal to distal. The authors stated that the proximal to distal 

pattern would allow for the biarticular muscle groups to transfer the most amount of force 

and increase performance. 

Pandy and Zajac (1991) used the optimal control model for understanding optimal 

performance (for additional informafion, see Pandy, Zajac, Sim & Levine, 1990). Similar 

to Bobbert and Van Ingen Schenau (1988), Pandy and Zajac (1991) found that opfimal 

generation of force occurred with a muscle activation sequence from proximal to distal. 

However, these researchers suggested that the energy was transferred distally by each 

segment. Pandy and Zajac (1991) stated that each segment transferred energy to the 

COM contributing to total body vertical velocity. 
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COM Velocity and Performance 

The velocity of the COM is a product of the neuromuscular system interacfing 

with the musculoskeletal system. Optimal development and transfer of velocity has been 

examined and previously discussed. However, the COM velocity has not been found to 

be a predictor of vertical jump performance. Aragon-Vargas and Gross (1997) examined 

within subject differences in kinesiological factors related to vertical jump performance 

in eight participants. Results indicated that the take-off velocity of the COM was always 

a significant predictor but could not account for more than 66% of explained variance in 

performance. 

Dowling and Vamos (1993) examined 18 temporal and kinetic parameters during 

maximum vertical jump of 97 males and females. The researchers found no relationship 

between the magnitude of velocity of the center of mass and performance as measured by 

jump height. Only peak power significantly related to performance (Dowling & Vamos, 

1993). Using power as a predictor, the researchers were able to predict vertical jump 

height within 2.9 cm. Dowling and Vamos stated that although excellent predictors were 

found, causal relationships of vertical jump performance could not be determined. 

Angle of Take-off 

The angle of take-off is one of the five components of projectiles (Hall, 1999). 

The angle of take-off is determined by the angle measured from a horizontal reference 

plane to the velocity vector of the center of mass of the projectile (Kreighbaum & 

Barthels, 1996). The resultant velocity vector represents the direction of force of an 
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object (Luttgens, Deutsch, & Hamilton. 1992). Resultant \elocity vectors can be broken 

down into horizontal and vertical components acfing at right angles to each other, which 

alone can be used to resolve the resultant vector (Figure 4) (Luttgens, Deutsch, & 

Hamilton, 1992). The properties of a right triangle allow for the angle of take-off to be 

measured by taking the inverse tangent of the vertical velocity divided by the horizontal 

velocity (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Properties of a resultant vector of a projectile. Horizontal velocity (a), Vertical 
velocity (b). Resultant velocity (c), angle of resultant velocity (a) = tan'' (b/a) 

The shape of the path of the projectile is determined by the magnitude and 

direction of velocity at release (Enoka, 1994). Once the projectile is airborne the only 

forces acting upon the object are gravity and air resistance (Enoka, 1994). The direction 

of the resultant velocity of a projectile is a result of the vertical and horizontal velocities 

acting upon the object. Changes in the vertical or horizontal velocities alter the path of 

the projectile (Figure 5). Optimal projectile path differs depending on the goal of the 

activity. If the goal of the activity is for maximum horizontal distance then the optimal 

angle of release is 45 degrees (assuming equal take-off and landing heights) (Kreighbaum 

& Barthels, 1996). If the objective of the projectile is for maximum vertical 

displacement, then the optimal angle of take-off is 90 degrees (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 

1996). 
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Figure 5. Changes of the resultant vector of a projectile in terms of horizontal and 
vertical vector components. Source: Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996, p.389. 

Vector of the Center of Mass 

Principles of projecfile movement are applicable to the COM of the human just as 

they are applied to the COM of an object (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996). Therefore, the 

COM is often used for analysis of human projectile activities. Previous research has 

examined almost exclusively vertical velocity of the COM neglecting the horizontal 

component (Dowling & Vamos, 1993; Vint & Hinrichs, 1996). Studies have defined the 

vertical jump performance as the result of the vertical velocity of the COM at take-off 

(Dowling & Vamos, 1993; Vint & Hinrichs, 1996). However, the vector of the COM 

displacement is a result of the vertical velocity, horizontal velocity, and the lateral 

velocities of the COM. Given the same velocity vector, a change in horizontal velocity 

can alter the path of the resultant vector of the COM affecting the angle of take-off and 

perhaps limiting the greatest height achieved by the COM (see Figure 5). 
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A decrease in vertical velocity or an increase in horizontal velocity also may alter 

the angle of take-off. If the change in the angle of take-off is a result of less vertical 

velocity then the maximum height of the COM will be reduced (Enoka, 1994). An 

increase in the horizontal velocity will change the angle of take-off, which negatively 

effects peak vertical height (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996). However, if greater vertical 

velocity is achieved simultaneously with greater horizontal velocity no change in vertical 

jump performance may occur. 

Research on the Take-Off Angle during the Vertical Jump 

From a developmental study on the vertical jump, Jenson et al. (1994) idenfified 

the take-off angle as the angle between the horizontal line (0^) and the velocity vector of 

the COM. Coordination (temporal sequence of movement) and motor control (defined 

by angle of take-off) of children (mean age 3.4 ± 0.5 years) were compared to adults. 

The researchers found that coordination patterns did not differ as a result of age as 

previously reported in Clark et al. (1989). However, Jenson et al. (1994) found the angle 

of take-off in low performing participants to be significantly less than participants with 

greater jump heights. They suggested that control of the COM was a contributing factor 

in developmental differences and maximum vertical performance. 
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Height of Center of Mass at Take-Off 

The height of the COM at take-off increases the maximum height obtained by the 

projectile (Enoka, 1994). For example, if a projectile with a vertical velocity resulting in 

a maximum vertical height of 10 m were released at an increased initial height of 2 m. the 

resulting maximum height would now be 12 m. Kreighbaum and Barthels (1996) stated 

that the height of the COM of the body should be maximized for optimal vertical 

displacement, just as the release height of the projectile increases maximum height 

obtained. 

In human vertical jump performances, the height of the COM at take-off has not 

been shown as optimal or predictive of jump performance (Aragon-Vamos & Gross, 

1997; Bobbert & Van higen Schenau 1988). Bobbert and Van higen Schenau, (1988) 

found in elite male athletes that the COM height was less than maximum at take-off. 

Aragon-Vamos and Gross (1997) examined factors of within subject variance of vertical 

jump performance and found that the take-off position was seldom significant in 

predicting vertical jump performance. 

Coordination and Performance 

Human movement is achieved via a series of musculoskeletal components 

working together to produce a desired outcome. Coordination is a term that describes the 

concerted action of the system's components to produce a desired outcome. 

Coordination can be measured by the ability to perform a specific task, amount of 

variance within a task, as well as the efficiency of the movement pattern. Since jumping 
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ability is developed in early childhood, coordination in vertical jump performance is a 

measure of the efficiency of the vertical jump movement pattern. 

Movement, whether initiated by a motor program or as a result of the self 

organizing behavior of the system, results in the signaling of the muscles for a motor 

response. The movement pattern is a result of the parameters of temporal and kinetic 

information. In vertical jump research, coordination is observed by the temporal 

components of the inter-segment movement (Hudson, 1986), the sequence of muscle 

activation (Bobbert & Van Ingen Schenau, 1988), and by variance of performance 

(Aragon-Vargas & Gross, 1997; Dowling & Vamos, 1993). 

Vertical Jump Coordination 

Coordinafion in the vertical jump is used to determine many of the factors 

contribufing to vertical jump performance such as the generafion and transfer of 

momentum, direction of force, and height of take-off (morphologically limited). 

Coordination determines the transfer of muscular force development from segment to 

segment. As previously discussed, the temporal pattern of muscle acfivafion determines 

the amount of force developed by the musculoskeletal link system. The sequence of the 

movement determines the joint/segment posifions during the movement pattern. The 

joint/segment positions determine the body posifion at take-off as well as the directional 

components of the joint force applied to the COM. 
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Research in Vertical Jump Coordinafion 

Bobbert and Van Ingen Schenau (1988) examined 10 skilled athletes execufing 

maximum vertical jumps. These researchers found peak segmental end point velocities 

occurred in sequence from proximal to distal. They suggested that for maximum vertical 

velocity of the COM, the maximum velocities of the endpoints of the contributing 

segments should occur in order from proximal to distal. However, no correlation of 

performance was reported or suggested. 

Although early research by Bobbert and Van Ingen Schenau (1988) only 

suggested the order of coordination sequence, Aragon-Vargas and Gross (1997) directly 

examined the relationship to coordination and vertical jump performance. Aragon-

Vargas and Gross (1997) examined intra-subject differences in vertical jump performance 

and found similar proximal to distal peak joint velocities. However, no significant 

correlation between the proximal to distal pattem of joint reversals and performance was 

observed. 

Additional research has again failed to find the proximal to distal coordination 

pattem is Hudson (1986). Hudson examined 10 male and 10 female athletes during 

static (no counter movement) and counter movement vertical jumps. Hudson defined 

skilled jumpers according to their effective integration of the use of the legs (percent 

improvement of peak velocity of the COM) between static and counter movement jumps. 

It was reported that skilled athletes displayed coordination patterns of proximal to distal 

peak joint velocities. However, the majority of jumpers had a simultaneous coordination 

with all joint velocities peaking at approximately the same time (Hudson, 1986). 
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Research that has examined coordination sequence has examined adult and skilled 

performers. Clark, Phillips, and Peterson. (1989) examined coordination patterns of 

three, five-, seven-, and nine-year-old children as well as athletically competitive and 

normal adults. They described coordination by the delay of peak angular \ elocity and 

joint reversal delays. The researchers found the organizational pattem to be stable across 

all groups. Clark et al. suggested performance improvement is a result of the changes in 

motor control parameters such as position and magnitude of the movement. 

Power in Maximum Vertical Jump 

Power is defined as the product of force and velocity (Enoka, 1994). 

Coordination was previously defined as the control of the temporal and kinetic 

parameters; therefore power is related to coordination. Power can then be used as a 

measure of coordination as well as a measure of effectiveness of a specific coordination 

pattem. The peak power of the COM has been shown as a reliable predictor of maximum 

vertical jump performance (Aragon-Vargas & Gross, 1997; Dowling & Vamos, 1993). 

However, peak power of the COM was not found to account for all of the variance in 

vertical jump performance (Aragon-Vargas & Gross, 1997; Dowling & Vamos, 1993). 

Dowling and Vamos (1993) suggested peak power may have been a necessity for vertical 

jump performance, but it was not the only determining parameter. 
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Control of Human Movement 

Human movement may be initiated by the Central Nervous System as describe by 

the motor program theory, or perhaps as a function of the self-organizing properties of 

the body as described by the dynamical systems theory (Schmidt & Lee, 1999). 

Dynamical systems theory explains differences in movement pattems by the variance in 

control parameters while the fundamental movement pattem remains the same (Schoner 

& Kelso, 1988). Kelso and Tuller (1984) state that parameters such as the purpose of the 

task as well as the speed and extemal environment manipulate the movement outcome. 

Jenson, Phillips, and Clark (1994) found that in the counter movement vertical jump, the 

coordination pattems remained similar while the parameters such as the direction of the 

jump varied. The understanding of the organization of human movement is critical for 

adjustment and correction of movement pattems in order to achieve optimal performance 

once the most influential parameters have been established. Therefore, the current 

vertical jump research examines the factors of performance without manipulation or 

correction. 

The movement of the COM has been used as a measure of motor control in 

previous research (Clark, Phillips, & Peterson, 1994). The angle of take-off was used as 

a parameter representing the control of human movement during vertical jumping by 

Clark, Phillips, and Peterson (1994). The locations of the COM and COP also were 

examined as possible parameters of the maximum counter movement vertical jump 

movement as suggested by Bobbert and Van Ingen Schenau (1988), and Kreighbaum and 

Barthels (1996). 
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The identification of the variables that predict performance is useful to coaches 

and athletes in their attempt to optimize vertical jump performance. Research in vertical 

jump has introduced several mechanical parameters as predictors of vertical jump 

performance such as power and velocity of COM (Dowling & Vamos, 1993) at take-off 

as well as coordinafion sequences of peak joint velocity (Bobbert & Van Ingen Schenau, 

1988; Hudson, 1986). However, the inability to completely predict performance using 

individual and combinafions of mechanical parameters has created a need for additional 

research (Dowling & Vamos, 1993). 

Motor control variables such as the angle of take-off and distance of the COM to 

the COP have been suggested as factors in vertical jump performance (Kreighbaum & 

Barthels, 1996). However, little research has examined the relationship of the motor 

control parameters and vertical jump performance. Therefore, the relationships among 

the mechanical and control variables and vertical jump performance were chosen for the 

focus of this study. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS 

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationships of mechanical and 

motor control parameters on maximum vertical jump performance. Specifically, the 

mechanical parameters that were examined were the power of the center of mass, velocity 

of center of mass, and coordination. Control parameters examined were the angle of 

take-off, and the horizontal distance between the COP and the COM. 

Participants 

Participants consisted of twenty recreationally acfive males who were currenfiy 

participafing in volleyball, basketball, or track and field (jumping events only) acfivifies 

for 50 minutes, twice a week with no longer than a two-week layoff immediately prior to 

the study. The activity level of the participants was chosen to restrict the population to 

frequent jumpers in order to reduce the variance in vertical jump performance often 

associated with unskilled jumpers. The strictly male populafion was chosen to reduce the 

effect of gender on performance. Subject characteristics included: mean age 23 ±2.21 yr., 

mean height 1.78 ± 8.6 m, mean weight 76 ± 10.96 kg. For complete subject 

informafion see Appendix A. Participants with inhibiting injuries to the ankle, knee, or 

hip joints being reported within the past six months were excluded from the study. A 

history of reconstmcfive or orthoscopic surgery performed on the hip, knee, or ankle was 

cause for exclusion from the study. Any participant who verbally indicated the 

possibility of sub-maximal performance ability was rescheduled, removed from the study, 
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or documented as a possible threat to extemal validity. Each participant signed a consent 

form (Appendix B) approved by the Human Subjects Review Committee at Texas Tech 

University. 

Instmmentation 

Kinematic and kinefic informafion was obtained from each participant from the 

initiation of the counter movement jump unfil after the apex of the vertical flight. The 

GRF values were measured using a force plate (600 Hz) located under both feet during 

the entire counter movement and force production phase of the jump. Two-dimensional 

kinematic data were obtained using a video camera (Panasonic VHS-C; 30Hz). The 

video and GRF data were synchronized and analyzed using an Ariel Performance 

Analysis System (APAS, 1.0) and AMTI BioSoft (1.1) force plate data acquisition 

software. The APAS and BioSoft software were ran on Pentium class (100 & 200 MHz, 

respectively) computers. The video data sample rate was increased to 60Hz using a field 

splitting technique within APAS. The video data were then synchronized with the GRF 

data by the using instant of take-off. The instant of take-off was measured by the last 

frame in which the foot was on the ground (video) and the instant prior to the vertical 

GRF equaling zero (force platform). The following sections further describe the included 

instmments. 

Force Plate 

Ground reaction forces (GRF) were gathered using an Advanced Mechanical 

Technology Inc. (AMTI) force platform model OR6-7-2000. The force platform was 
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installed according to manufacture specificafions and w as secured upon a cement pillar. 

The surface of the force plate was flush with the surrounding floor. 

The force plate transmits raw voltage signals from the six strain gauges beneath 

the surface of the force plate to the bridge amplifier. The six gauges generate an 

electrical current that is proportional to the amount of deformation of each gauge in the 

vertical, anterior/posterior, and medial/lateral directions. The AMTI force plate transfers 

the electrical signal to the AMTI bridge amplifier (MCA-6) which contains six channels 

reflecting the three orthogonal directions as well as the moments about the 

anterior/posterior and medial/lateral and vertical axes. The signal was sampled using the 

APAS (600Hz). Data were collected for four seconds after the initiation of the trial by 

the start command by the researcher providing a total of 2400 samples per trial. Data 

from each trial were saved on the hard drive for analysis. 

Video graphy 

Two-dimensional kinematic information was recorded using a Panasonic VHS-C 

(PV-A208) camera (30Hz). The video images were recorded onto a Fuji VHS T-160 

videocassette using a Panasonic VHS VCR (AG-1970) direcfiy connected to the camera. 

The video camera was placed 7.24 m from the center of the force plate, perpendicular to 

the right sagittal plane of the participant. The camera was leveled to limit optical 

distortion and positioned to allow the entire performance to be captured. Direct lighting 

was provided by two Colortran Cine-Queen (112-031) lamps located two feet to the right 

and left of the video camera (Figure 6). 
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Procedure 

Participants reported to the Biomechanics Lab at Texas Tech University in 

non-restrictive clothing, shorts required, and shirt optional. Non-restrictive dress was 

defined as clothing that did not restrict the range of motion of any involved body 

segment. Retroreflective disks (two cm in diameter) were placed on the following 

anatomical landmarks on the right side in order to define the link system of the body: 

head of the fifth metatarsal, lateral malleolus, lateral condyle of the femur, head of the 

greater trochanter, glenohumoral joint center, olecranon process of the ulna, and styloid 

process of the radius. The landmarks defined positions of the right foot, lower leg, thigh, 

head/trunk, upper arm, and forearm/wrist in the sagittal plane. Height and body weights 

were measured for each participant. The distances between the reflective markers 

identifying the ends of each segment were measured to obtain segment lengths. These 

values are also reported in Appendix A. 

Warm-up consisted of self-paced pedaling on a cycle ergometer for five minutes. 

Each participant was instmcted that a maximum counter movement vertical jump would 

be required and then was questioned if there were ready to proceed. The jump position 
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with the arms akimbo was explained and demonstrated by the researcher. Each trial w as 

initiated with the acknowledgment of the participant followed by a start command given 

by the researcher. The participants performed five trials of a maximum counter 

movement vertical jump while standing with both feet on the force plate and the arms 

akimbo. The participant determined the amount of time between trials with no longer 

than a one-minute delay between each trial. For each participant, all trials of the 

kinematic data were processed. The best performance of the five trials, defined by the 

maximum vertical displacement of the COM, was used as the subject's maximum vertical 

jump and was analyzed. 

Data Reduction and Analysis 

Video Data Processing 

Video images of the landmarks (retroreflective disks) were digitized using the 

APAS. The landmarks were digitized, then converted from pixels to centimeters using a 

suspended reference frame of known dimensions ( 195.58 X 257.81 cm). Digitizing error 

was removed by smoothing the x, y-coordinate data using a low pass Butterworth Digital 

Filter (4^ order, two pass) with the cut off frequency at 12Hz. The cut-off frequency was 

chosen by examining the data at different cut-off frequencies and choosing the frequency 

that allowed for the best fit with the tme signal while minimizing as much noise as 

possible. 
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Body segments of the tmnk, thigh, leg, and foot were defined using the 

anatomical landmarks. The joint angles were measured in degrees of flexion. Positive 

angles denoted relative flexion at the hip and knee and plantar flexion at the ankle. 

Negative angles indicated extension at the hip and knee, and ankle dorsiflexion (Figure 

7). 

Figure 7. Body segments and defined angles. 

The COM location was calculated, assuming bilateral symmetry, using the 

vertical and horizontal locations of the COM of the segment centers of mass. The 

vertical location of the total body COM was calculated as the sum of the weighted 

vertical positions of the COM of each measured segment, while the horizontal COM 

position was calculated as the weighted sum of the horizontal positions of the COM of 

each segment (Winter, 1990). Using Dempster's parameters, as reported in Winter 

(1990), the COM was calculated using the vertical and horizontal locations of the COM 

of the right foot, leg, thigh, upper arm (ua), lower arm/wrist (law), and ht (representing 

the head and tmnk) segments (Equation 1). 
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Vertical position COM = (Equation 1) 

(nifoot * yfoot + mieg* yieg + mthigh *ythigh + niht *yht + mua * yua + miaw * yiaw) 

Bm 

Horizontal position COM = 
(mfoot * Xfoor + m leg* X leg + m thigh *X thigh + Hlht *X ht Hlua * Xua + Hljaw * Xiaw) 

Bm 
m-mass of the segment, y - vertical location of the segment center of mass, x-

horizontal location of the segment center of mass, Bm- mass of the body 

Force Plate Data Processing 

Force plate data were converted to ASCII text format using BioSoft (1.1). The 

force plate data were synchronized with the video data by identifying the instant of take

off, these data were used to determine the location of the COP relative to the feet. The 

location of the center of pressure (COP) of each participant's feet in the sagittal plane 

(COPap) was calculated using the general equation (Equation 2). The kinematic data 

were then aligned spatially with the coordinates of the force plate by adding the distance 

between the origin of the kinematic reference to the constant position of the origin of the 

force plate (88.5 cm) (Equation 2). 

COPap = ((MFmi-GRFap)/GRFv) + Dh (Equation 2) 

Where, MFmi-moment of force about the medial-lateral force platform 

axis; GRFap-anterior-posterior ground reaction force; Dh-horizontal 

distance between the origin of the force platform and the origin of the 

APAS reference system (88.5cm). GRFv=yertical ground reaction force. 
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Joint velocities and linear displacements of the COM were calculated with 

APAS. Height, weight, and body segment dimensions were used within APAS to 

calculate COM using Dempster's parameters described by Winter (1990). Average 

vertical velocity of the COM beginning from the counter movement until the vertical 

GRF equaled zero was calculated by integrating with respect to time the interval of the 

vertical acceleration of the COM (Bobbert & Van higen Schenau, 1988). 

i+n 

COMv= J COMadt (Equation 3) 
i 

Where, COMa = GRFv/Bm - g 

COMv - velocity of the Center of Mass; COMa- acceleration of the Center of 
Mass; GRFy- Vertical Ground Reaction Force; Bm-mass of the body; 
g-acceleration due to gravity; i-sample 

Overall performance was measured by the vertical displacement of the COM from 

the kinematic data (Dowling & Vamos, 1993). Instant of take-off was defined as the end 

of the force production phase and beginning the flight phase (Dowling & Vamos, 1993). 

Peak power of the COM during the propulsion phase was determined by the peak vertical 

force multiplied by the average vertical velocity as computed in Equation 3 (Aragon-

Vargas & Gross, 1997). The angle of take-off of the COM was determined by taking the 

inverse tangent of the vertical velocity divided by the horizontal velocity as determined 

by the kinematic data. The horizontal distance between the COM and GRF application 

was measured by the horizontal distance in the sagittal plane between the position of the 

COM and the location of the COP. 
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Coordinafion was defined as the temporal sequence of maximum joint velocities 

of the hip, knee, and ankle during the propulsion phase of the vertical jump. 

Coordinafion patterns were categorized into four groups: proximally initiated, distally 

initiated, simultaneous, or other. Each category was assigned a numeric value for 

analysis. A proximally initiated coordinafion pattem resulted when the maximum hip 

joint velocity occurred prior to the maximum knee and maximum ankle velocities, 

simultaneous to the knee joint velocity but prior to the maximum ankle velocity, or 

maximum joint velocifies occurring in order from hip to knee to ankle. Distally inifiated 

pattems occurred when maximum ankle joint velocity preceded maximum hip joint 

velocity. Distally initiated coordination pattems consisted of: maximum joint velocity of 

the ankle occurring simultaneous with the knee but prior to the maximum hip joint 

velocity, the maximum ankle joint velocity occurring prior to a simultaneous maximum 

joint velocity of the knee and hip, or a distal to proximal pattem of maximum joint 

velocities occurring in the ankle, followed by the knee and hip. The simultaneous pattem 

was defined as the coordination sequence in which the maximum joint velocities of the 

hip, knee, and ankle occurred at the same time. The "other" classification scheme was 

defined to include coordination pattems that did not fit into one of the previous categories 

such as a temporally simultaneous peak of the ankle and hip joint velocities. 
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Statisfical Analysis 

To examine the relafionships between coordination and performance, pattems of 

coordinafion were assessed by either a proximally initiated, distally initiated, 

simultaneous pattem, or other and assigned to a corresponding numerical value of 0, 1, 2, 

or 3, respecfively. Because this information is non-parametric, the relationship of the 

sequences of peak joint velocities to performance were examined with a Spearman 

correlation analysis (a=0.05). 

Correlation's between each of the mechanical and control variables and jump 

height were performed to examine their potential relationship with jump performance. A 

correlation matrix was completed to examine the inter-relationships of the variables to 

identify possible relationships among the variables that may potentially explain the same 

variance. 

A multiple regression analysis was used to predict performance (jump height) 

from the following dependent variables: peak power of the COM during take-off, vector 

angle of COM at take-off, vertical velocity of the COM at take-off, average vertical 

velocity during force production phase, and the horizontal distance between the COM 

and COP locations. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationships among mechanical and 

motor control parameters on maximum vertical jump performance. Specifically, the 

mechanical parameters that were examined were the power of the center of mass, velocity 

of center of mass, and coordination. Control parameters examined were the angle of 

take-off, and the horizontal difference between the COP and the COM. 

Descriptive Results 

Descriptive results for all independent variables are presented by subject in Table 

1. Vertical jump performance average was 43.6 cm with a range of 31 to 58 cm. 

Complete results of each subject's jump performances are presented in Appendix C. 

Average peak power was 65.66 ± 14.45 watts; a typical peak power curve was presented 

in Figure 8. Average angle of take-off was 86.86 ±3.51 degrees with three subjects 

recording a take-off angle greater than 90 degrees. The average difference in the 

anterior/posterior location of the COM and COP was 1.37 ± 4.08 cm. The mean of the 

average vertical velocity was 2.83 ± 0.28 m/s. The mean of the velocity at take-off 

assessed using kinematic analysis was 3.01± 0.27 m/s. For a comparison in the methods 

of velocity calculafions see Appendix D. The most frequent of the coordination pattems 

was simultaneous (n=9) followed by coordinafion initiated distally (n=8) and proximally 

(n=3). 
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Table 1. Results of each parameter for the maximum performance trial for each subject. 

Subject 

s2 
s3 
s4 
s5 
s6 
s7 
s8 
s9 

s10 
s11 
s12 
s13 
s14 
s15 
si 6 
s18 
s19 
s20 
s21 
s23 

Mean 
SD 

Performance 
(cm) 

58.06 
34.54 
38.50 
31.54 
39.58 
52.02 
37.65 
51.54 
47.21 
33.53 
48.19 
44.91 
35.66 
48.99 
41.31 
48.25 
56.83 
37.35 
46.49 
41.64 

43.69 
7.52 

Peak 
Power 
(Watts) 
92.70 
67.49 
43.43 
47.14 
62.07 
74.46 
66.69 
70.91 
74.37 
55.16 
37.14 
55.61 
57.00 
77.54 
57.86 
65.88 
86.96 
68.47 
86.63 
65.73 

65.66 
14.09 

ANGLE OF 
Take-off 

(degrees) 
88.80 
82.49 
89.88 
88.45 
84.46 
92.08 
87.19 
89.96 
81.81 
90.55 
83.90 
88.60 
87.96 
89.29 
88.74 
90.33 
82.48 
80.61 
81.03 
88.69 

86.86 
3.510 

Difference in 
COM/COP 
(cm) 

-0.854 
1.601 
-1.673 
3.319 
2.504 
6.175 
0.992 
-0.801 
4.512 
-3.073 
-0.833 

-10.849 
1.287 
1.048 
3.902 
7.096 
1.880 
5.928 
7.062 
-1.768 

1.373 
4.084 

VERT VEL 
@ Take-off 
(m/s) 

3.54 
2.84 
2.69 
2.30 
2.81 
3.13 
3.08 
3.09 
3.07 
2.77 
3.20 
3.05 
2.78 
3.13 
3.05 
3.26 
3.45 
2.89 
3.30 
2.98 

3.02 
0.27 

Average 
VERT Vel 
(m/s) 

3.45 
2.84 
2.81 
2.32 
2.70 
2.89 
2.72 
3.02 
2.96 
2.39 
2.32 
2.72 
2.75 
3.00 
2.82 
3.04 
3.27 
2.79 
3.00 
2.80 

2.83 
0.28 

Seq. 

Sim. 
Dist. 
Prox. 
Dist. 
Prox. 
Dist. 
Sim. 
Dist. 
Dist. 
Dist. 
Sim. 
Sim. 
Sim. 
Dist. 
Sim. 
Sim. 
Dist. 
Sim. 
Sim. 
Prox. 
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Figure 8. Example power curve of subject number two. Time 0 represents take off. 
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Correlation Results 

Correlafion to Performance 

To examine the relafionship between each variable and performance, a correlation 

analysis was performed. Results revealed significant and meaningful correlation 

coefficient values for peak power (r = 0.616, r'=.379), vertical velocity at take-off (r = 

0.873, r =.763) and average vertical velocity (r = 0.718, r'=.516) with performance (jump 

height). Complete correlation results are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Correlation of each variable and performance. 

Variable 

Peak 
Power 

Angle of 
Take Off 

Diff in 
COM and 
GRF 

Vert Vel at 
Take off 

Avg ver 
vel. 

Sequence 
** 

r 

*.616 

.037 

.047 

*.873 

*.718 

.133 

r̂  

.379 

.001 

.002 

.763 

.516 

.018 

*Significant p<0.05 
** Spearman correlation analysis 

Correlation Matrix for Predictive Variables 

A correlation matrix was generated (Table 3) to examine the relationships among 

the predictive variables. A high correlation between variables limits their usefulness in 

the same regression equafion because the two variables may be explaining the same 
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variance. The average velocity had a high correlafion to peak power (r=0.873). A 

moderate relationship was found between average vertical velocity during force 

producfion and velocity at take-off (r=0.719). The meaningful (r̂  = .76) correlation 

between average vertical velocity and peak power indicated that the two variables 

represented redundant information. 

Table 3. The correlation (r) of each of the parameters 
Peak Power 

Peak Power 1 
Angle of Take-off 
Difference in COM/COP 
Vertical Velocity at Take
off 
Average Vertical Velocity 

Angle of Difference Vertical Average 
Take-off in Velocity Vertical 

COM/COP at Take- Velocity 
off 

-.277 
1 

.329 
.31 

1 

.673 
-0.133 

.079 
1 

.85 
-.066 

.2 
.719 

1 

Multiple Regression Analysis Results 

Using a hierarchical multiple regression analysis the variables were entered 

sequenfially in groups. The order of entry of variables into a model was based upon 

previous research and present research questions (Dowling & Vamos, 1993; Jenson, 

Phillips, & Clark, 1994). Regression models were created based upon previously 

examined mechanical variables (Aragon-Vargas & Gross, 1997; Dowling & Vamos, 

1993) with the addifion of motor control variables (see Research Quesfion 2 and 3). 

The first analysis included the peak power of the COM during force producfion 

and the angle of take-off to predict jump height. Subsequent variable additions were 

COM velocity at take-off (from kinematics), average vertical velocity (from GRF), and 

horizontal distance between COM and COP location. Inclusion criteria for significant 
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variable contribution to a model and overall model significance were set at a = 0.05. 

Variables not contributing significantly to the model were removed from subsequent 

models. Results of the multiple regression analysis are summarized in Table 4. 

The first hierarchical model (Equation 4) included peak power and angle of take 

off. Peak power was included in the first model because this variable has been shown to 

account for the largest amount of variance in previous research (Dowling & Vamos, 

1993). Angle of take-off was included as a motor control parameter which was related 

to the research question. Results from the first hierarchical model indicated that peak 

power and angle of take-off accounted for 41% of the variance of jump performance (p< 

0.05) and that angle of take of was not a significant (p > 0.05) predictor. 

Y' = a -I- bixi -I- b2X2 (Equation 4) 

Where, Y' = vertical jump height, a = y intercept bi = regression coefficient 

xi = variable one, X2 = variable two. 

The second model evaluated peak power (xi) again for its previously 

demonstrated contribution, and velocity at take-off (X2), which is the second mechanical 

parameter. Results of the second model peak power and velocity at take-off accounted 

for 76% of variance in vertical jump performance. However, peak power did not 

contribute significanfiy (p > 0.05) to the model. The third model included vertical 

velocity at take-off and average velocity because of each of their previously demonstrated 

contribufion to performance (Aragon-Vargas & Gross, 1997; Dowling & Vamos, 1993). 

The third model of vertical velocity at take-off (xi) and average velocity (X2) accounted 
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for 78% of the variance (p < 0.05). The contribution of the average \ elocity at take-off 

v-as not significant (p > 0.05) therefore it was not used in the following models. The 

fourth model consisted of the vertical velocit\ at take-off (xi) and the difference in 

COM/COP position (X2) in order to examine another combination of a motor control 

parameter along with the mechanical parameter of xertical \'elocity at take off. Results 

from the fourth model accounted for 76% explained variance (p < 0.05) with the 

difference in COM/COP not significantly contribufing to the model (p > 0.05). The fifth 

model included only vertical velocity at take-off (xi) because of the insignificant (p > 

0.05) contribution of the each of the pre\'ious mechanical and motor control parameters. 

Model 5 accounted for 76% explained variance (p < 0.05). The sixth model included all 

parameters except vertical velocity at take off to further explore the contribution of the 

other variables and to confirm the importance of \ ertical velocity at take off. All of the 

parameters excluding vertical velocity at take off could only account for 53% of the 

explained variance. 

The analysis revealed that take-off velocity was a significant (p< 0.05) predictor 

of vertical jump performance (R" = 0.763). With the take-off velocity removed, all the 

other variables accounted for only 53% of the explained variance in vertical jump 

performance. 
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Table 4. Results of the hierarchical multiple regression analysis. 

Model 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

R̂  

0.41 

0.76 

0.78 

0.76 

0.76 

0.53 

Variables 

Peak Power 

Angle of Take-off 

Peak Power 

Vertical Velocity at Take-off 

Vertical Velocity at Take-off 
Average Vert. Vel. 

Vertical Velocity at Take-off 
Difference in COM/COP 

Vertical Velocity at Take-off 

Difference in COM/COP 
Angle of Take-off 
Average Vert. Vel. 
Peak Power 

Variable % 
Explained 

Variance (R^) 

0.379 
0.033 

0.002 
0.762 

0.763 
0.017 

0.763 
0.001 

0.760 

0.010 
0.001 
0.516 
0.004 

Variable p-
value ** 

0.003 
0.342 

0.750 
0.000 

0.000 
0.270 

0.000 
0.859 

0.000 

0.627 
0.695 
0.087 
0.742 

Regression 
Coefficient b 

0.351 
0.399 

0.028 
22.989 

20.258 
5.106 

23.987 
-0,039 

23.941 

-0.178 
0.165 

17.458 
0.065 

y-
intercept 

-14.07 

-27.54 

-31.95 

-28.69 

-28.61 

-24.09 

All models were significant. ^Significant contributor to the model measured by 
the coefficient. ** p-values reported to three decimal places. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationships among mechanical and 

motor control parameters on maximum vertical jump performance. Specifically, the 

mechanical parameters that were examined were the power of the center of mass, velocity 

of center of mass, and coordination. Motor control parameters examined included the 

angle of take-off, and the horizontal difference between the COP and the COM. 

Summary of Results 

Correlation results indicated that peak power and average vertical velocity were 

related to performance, as well as each other. The regression results indicated that 

velocity at take-off was the single best predictor of vertical jump performance. The best 

overall model was model 3 which included average vertical velocity and vertical velocity 

at take off. The other parameters did not significantly contribute to the regression 

models. The motor control parameters were not found to have a significant relationship 

with vertical jump performance or the other individual variables. The chosen 

coordination pattem varied, while the majority of the subjects had a simultaneous 

coordination pattem followed by proximally initiated and distally initiated pattems, 

respectively. 
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Discussion 

Vertical jump performance is a product of the common properties of projectiles: 

take-off velocity, take-off angle, height at take-off, gravity and air resistance (Hall, 

1999). However, the complexity and mulfiple factors involved in human movement were 

confirmed by the inability to account for more of the explained variance in jumping 

performance, even when the projectile factors were included. Vertical velocity at take

off and peak power were found to contribute significantly to the prediction of vertical 

jump performance as previously suggested by research (Aragon-Vargas & Gross, 1997; 

Bobbert & Van Ingen Schenau, 1988; Hudson, 1986; Dowling & Vamos 1993). 

The results of this study were similar to the works of Aragon-Vargas and Gross 

(1997) who also indicated that take-off velocity was a significant contributor to 

performance. The results also indicated a high correlation of peak power to vertical jump 

performance. However, in the present study peak power was not a significant predictor of 

performance. This result varies from the findings of Dowling and Vamos (1993) who 

found that peak power was the single best predictor of vertical jump performance. A 

possible explanation could be the difference in jumping technique. The participants in 

this study performed with their arms restricted, while Dowling and Vamos allowed arm 

movement. Other experimental differences include a difference in the number of 

subjects. While Dowling and Vamos (1993) used 97 subjects, the current study had 20, 

which may have created differences in the statistical analysis of the data. The increase in 

subjects allows the statistical results of the multiple regression analysis to be less biased 

(Keriinger & Pedhazur, 1973). 
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The most common coordination pattem exhibited by the participants was the 

simultaneous followed by proximally and distally initiated, respectively. The results 

were similar to those of Hudson (1986) who found the majority of the subjects to have a 

simultaneous coordination pattem. In the present study, coordination pattem was not 

correlated significantly with performance, as suggested by Bobbert and Van higen 

Schenau (1988). The coordinafion pattem was not found to be a parameter that 

significantly related to performance as suggested by previous research (Aragon-Vargas & 

Gross, 1997; Hudson, 1986; Jenson, Phillips, & Clark, 1994) 

The motor control parameters of angle of take-off and position of the COM 

compared to the COP did not contribute to the prediction model of vertical jump 

performance. The angle of take-off measure of motor control was previously found to be 

an indication of developmental maturation of the vertical jump performance (Jenson, 

Phillips, & Clark, 1994). Failure to find a relationship between the motor control 

parameters and vertical jump performance may be a refiection of the skill level of the 

participants. 

The vertical jump procedure utilized in the current study (counter movement 

jumps with the arms akimbo) is common in vertical jump research (Aragon-Vargas & 

Gross, 1997; Bobbert & Van Ingen Schenau, 1988). However, during the data collection 

a majority of the subjects indicated that the jumping style was "unnatural" and "difficult." 

In sport and exercise, jumping without the use of the hands is rare; Therefore, the use of 

this technique may have resulted in different predictor variables than may have otherwise 

occurred with a more natural jumping technique. This idea is supported by Kelso and 

Tuller (1984) who suggested that a change in the environment of the task may create new 
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parameters affecting outcome that were not applicable prior to the change in task, also 

changing the influence of previously idenfified parameters. Addifionally, the activity 

level required of the participants may not have produced consistent jumpers as initially 

desired. Instead the results may reflect the inability of the participants to adapt to the 

required jumping technique. 

As with previous research (Dowling & Vamos 1993) there were participants who 

exhibited strong behaviors in the predicfive parameters, such as take of velocity and peak 

power, that did not perform well. The scattergram plots (Figures 9 and 10) show that 

mechanical variables alone are not the only factors in vertical jump performance, there 

are still many factors not understood about jumping performance thus justifying the need 

for future research. 
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Figure 9. Vertical velocity at take-off against performance. 
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Figure 10. Plot of peak power against performance. 

Future studies should increase the number of participants in order to assess 

various populations as well as increase the power of the statistical analysis and continue 

to examine factors that predict vertical jump performance. Consideration must be given 

to a more natural and applied jumping technique in order to produce generalizable results. 

Future research should also examine additional motor control parameters that 

influence vertical jump performance. Although understanding the importance of take-off 

velocity is relevant in the development of vertical jump training programs, more research 

is needed to examine optimal technique and optimal training methods to increase vertical 

velocity at take-off. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that the mechanical variable of 

COM velocity significantly predicted vertical jump performance. The variables of peak 

power and average vertical velocity also appear to be significantly correlated with 
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performance, but they did not significantly predict performance in the regression models. 

Coordination (sequence of maximum joint velocities) did not correlate with or predict 

vertical jump performance. The motor control parameters did not correlate significantly 

or predict performance; therefore, the variance in performance was not accounted for in 

these control parameters. 
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APPENDDC A 

COMPLETE SUBJECT DATA 
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Complete data gathered from each subject. All lengths are measured in cm except \\ here 
noted. 

Table 5. Complete subject data. 
Sub
ject 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
19 
20 
21 
23 

Mean 
STD 
EV 

Ht 
(in) 

69 
71 
72 
65 
68 
70 
79 

70 
70 
72 
67 
71 
66 
70 
79 
72 
69 
69 
71 
69 
70 

3 

Ht. 
(cm) 

175.26 
180.34 
182.88 
165.10 
172.72 
177.80 
200.66 

177.80 
177.80 
182.88 
170.18 
180.34 
167.64 
177.80 
200.66 
182.88 
175.26 
175.26 
180.34 
175.26 
178.94 

8.63 

Wt (lb) 

170.65 
137.02 
184.35 
165.67 
181.86 
186.84 
222.97 

151.97 
185.60 
170.65 
127.05 
163.18 
123.32 
151.97 
189.33 
201.79 
175.63 
179.37 
156.95 
146.98 
168.66 
24.16 

Wt(N) 

759.39 
609.73 
820.36 
737.22 
809.28 
831.45 
992.20 

676.25 
825.91 
759.39 
565.39 
726.13 
548.76 
676.25 
842.54 
897.96 
781.56 
798.19 
698.42 
654.07 
750.52 
107.52 

Wt 
(Kg) 

77.41 
62.15 
83.63 
75.15 
82.50 
84.76 
101.1 

4 
68.93 
84.19 
77.41 
57.63 
74.02 
55.94 
68.93 
85.89 
91.54 
79.67 
81.36 
71.19 
66.67 
76.51 
10.96 

Age 
(yr) 

24 
22 
24 
24 
22 
19 
20 

24 
26 
22 
24 
23 
22 
21 
25 
23 
26 
20 
21 
28 

23.0 
2.21 

Foot 
Length 
(cm) 

16.50 
21.00 
18.50 
17.50 
16.00 
14.50 
20.50 

18.50 
18.50 
17.00 
15.50 
15.50 
16.50 
16.00 
17.50 
16.00 
16.50 
17.00 
16.50 
17.50 
17.15 

1.62 

Leg 
Length 
(cm) 

44 
44 
43 

3 
43.5 

45 
50.5 

41.5 
44.5 

46 
41 

41.5 
38.5 

43 
4 

45.5 
44.5 
40.5 
40.5 
42.5 

39.33 
12.51 

Thigh 
Length 
(cm) 

43 
40.5 
41.5 
36.5 
35.5 

41 
43.5 

42 
39.8 
40.5 

39 
42 
41 

40.5 
43 
42 
44 

39.5 
45 
44 

41.19 
2.40 

Trunk 
Length 
(cm) 

53 
53.5 
64.5 
51.5 

53 
55 
65 

51.5 
51.5 
47.5 

50 
56.5 
50.5 
50.5 

59 
43.5 

54 
54 
52 

51.5 
53.38 

5.03 

Upper 
Arm 
Length 
(cm) 

28 
29 
30 

27.5 
30 

31.5 
33 

30 
30 

28.5 
30 

30.5 
29.5 
30.5 

33 
33 
36 

32.5 
32 
32 

30.83 
2.05 

Lower 
Arm 
(cm) 

25 
29.5 

28 
26 

26.5 
26 
30 

25.5 
26 
28 

23.5 
24 

23.5 
25.5 

29 
27 

27.5 
24.5 
24.5 
24.5 

26.20 
1.96 
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CONSENT FORM 
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Subject Informed Consent Form for Participation 

I hereby give my consent for my participation in the project entitled Relationship among 
Mechanical and Center of Mass Control Parameters and Vertical Jump Performance. I 
understand that the person responsible for this project is Lee Elliott, who can be reached 
at (806) 742-3333 (Email: LEEnSTACY(2)aol.com). Mr. Elliott has explained that this 
study is part of a thesis project associated with the partial fulfillment of a Masters of 
Science Degree in Physical Educafion that has the objective of providing insight into the 
variables effecting opfimal vertical jump performance. 

Mr. Elliott has explained to me the procedures for the study, subject selection criteria, 
possible discomforts and risks, and benefits to be expected, all of which are described in 
the following sections. 

Procedures 
As a participant I will be required to wear shorts and a t-shirt and engage in 

maximum vertical jump attempts. I will be measured for my height, weight, and the 
lengths and girths of my legs. I will perform a five-minute self-paced warm-up of my 
own choosing. I will be prepared for data collection by having refiective tape disks 
attached to my right side temple, shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee, ankle, and foot.. 

After being prepared for data collection, I will complete 5 maximum vertical 
jump attempts while standing on a force measuring device (force platform) mounted flush 
with the laboratory floor while my movements are recorded with a video camera. The 5 
experimental vertical jump trials will be performed at a self-directed pace restricted to no 
longer than 4 minutes between trials. 

Inclusion Criteria 
I understand that I have been selected for participation in this study because I 

meet the criteria for age, activity level, and injury history. Specifically, I understand that I 
must meet the following criteria: 

• Age. I must be 18-30 years old, male. 
• Activity Level. I must be currently a recreationally active participant in basketball or 

volleyball currently participating in either activity twice a week for 50 minutes. 
• Injury History. I must have no history of surgery to my feet, ankles, knees, or legs, 

and I do not currently suffer from any nagging or ovemse injuries that have prevented 
my exercise or sports participation within the past four months. 

Discomforts and Risks 
I understand that the risks associated with this study are the same as those 

associated with normal sports and exercises. While injury is highly unlikely, a mild or 
severe injury to an foot, ankle, knee, or leg is possible. Additionally, I understand that 
application of the measurement devices with adhesive medical tape could cause a slight 
skin irritation in some individuals. 
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Benefits 
While I will not be paid for participafion in this study, information obtained about 

my performance will be made available to me at no cost and I may consult with Lee 
Elliott or one of his representafives for an explanation of my results. Also, I may deri\ e 
indirect benefits from information teamed about opfimal performance. 

Additional Information 
• I understand that the total time requested of my participation will be approximately 

30 to 60 minutes. 

• I understand that only Mr. Elliott and his authorized representatives will have access 
to the records and data collected for the study and that all information obtained will 
remain strictiy confidenfial. However, I also understand that results from this study 
will likely be published, including my data, but that any reference to my data or me 
will be made strictly by number or code. 

• Mr. Elliott has agreed to answer my questions conceming the procedures and has 
informed me that I may contact the Texas Tech University Institutional Review Board 
for the Protection of Human Subjects by writing to them in care of: Office of 
Research Services, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409, or by calling 
(806) 742-3884. 

I understand that if this research project causes me any physical injury, treatment is not 
necessarily available at Texas Tech University or the Student Health Center, nor is there 
necessarily any insurance carried by the University or its personnel applicable to cover 
any such injury. Financial compensation for any such injury must be provided through 
my own insurance program. Further information about these matters may be obtained 
from Dr. Robert M. Sweazy, Senior Associate Vice President for Research, (806) 742-
3884, Room 203 Holden Hall, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409-1035. 

I understand that I may not derive therapeutic treatment from participation in this study 
and I understand that I may discontinue my participation in the study at any time of my 
own choosing without penalty. Additionally, I acknowledge that Mr. Elliott or his 
representative has provided me with a copy of this Consent Form for my records, and I 
agree to participate in the study. 

Signature of Subject 
Date 

Signature of Project Director or Authorized Representative 
Date_ 

Signature of Witness to Oral Presentation 
Date 
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APPENDIX C 

JUMP PERFORMANCE FOR EACH SUBJECT BY TRIAL 
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The performance of each trial per subject is presented in table 6. All jumps v\ ere 

measured in cm. The mean and standard deviafion for each trial across subjects is listed. 

Additionally, the mean and standard deviafion for each subject was listed. The trial with 

the best performance for each subject was used for analysis. The asterisk (*) indicates 

equipment failure or unexpected/unexplained loss of data. Subjects one and 17 were 

removed due to loss of data, subject 22 was removed due to violation of the requirements 

for all subjects. 

Table 6. Performance of each subject across trials. 

Subject 2 
Subject 3 
Subject 4 
Subject 5 
Subject 6 
Subject 7 
Subject 8 
Subject 9 
Subject 10 
Subject 11 
Subject 12 
Subject 13 
Subject 14 
Subject 15 
Subject 16 
Subject 18 
Subject 19 
Subject 20 
Subject 21 
Subject 23 

MEAN 
STDEV 

Trial 1 

43.65 
32.31 
32.41 
23.59 
39.42 
45.95 
33.68 
48.14 
45.03 
32.27 
47.65 
40.63 
33.61 
46.18 
35.53 
46.64 
51.49 
36.49 
46.10 
35.43 

39.81 
7.18 

Trial 2 

47.97 
32.34 
31.58 
26.25 
39.58 
44.70 
37.65 
48.60 
47.21 
32.07 
48.19 
44.91 
34.94 

* 

37.10 
47.31 
54.63 
35.87 
46.49 
40.50 

40.94 
7.38 

Trial 3 

45.12 
33.87 
32.04 
27.33 
34.94 
43.92 
34.13 
48.07 
45.57 
29.56 

* 

39.31 
35.66 
42.51 
37.36 
46.49 
56.29 
37.24 
42.43 
35.18 

39.32 
7.02 

Trial 4 

54.56 
32.78 
35.47 
24.85 
38.85 
48.43 
37.29 
50.20 
44.71 
33.53 

* 

40.36 
33.12 
48.99 

* 

48.25 
49.42 
36.97 
44.58 
36.24 

41.03 
7.72 

Trial 5 

58.06 
34.54 
38.50 
31.54 
32.72 
52.02 
33.85 
51.54 
45.46 
29.36 

* 

42.29 
35.15 
47.17 
41.31 
45.89 
56.83 
37.35 
45.05 
41.64 

42.12 
8.24 

MEAN 

49.87 
33.17 
34.00 
26.71 
37.10 
47.00 
35.32 
49.31 
45.59 
31.36 
47.92 
41.50 
34.49 
46.21 
37.82 
46.91 
53.73 
36.78 
44.93 
37.80 

STDEV 

5.55 
0.89 
2.63 
2.72 
2.77 
2.94 
1.76 
1.36 
0.86 
1.63 
0.27 
1.96 
0.96 
2.36 
2.13 
0.81 
2.85 
0.55 
1.43 
2.72 
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AVERAGE VELOCITY AND VELOCITY AT TAKE-OFF 
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Table 7. The vertical velocity at take-off as measured using kinematic data 
is compared with the average vertical velocity calculated by integration of 
the vertical GRF. All units are in meters per second. 

SUBJECT 
s2 
S3 
s4 
s5 
s6 
s7 
s8 
s9 
slO 
s11 
s12 
s13 
s14 
s15 
s16 
s18 
s19 
s20 
s21 
s23 

VERTICAL VELOCITY 
AT TAKE-OFF 

3.54 
2.84 
2.69 
2.29 
2.81 
3.13 
3.08 
3.09 
3.07 
2.77 
3.20 
3.05 
2.78 
3.13 
3.05 
3.26 
3.45 
2.89 
3.30 
2.97 

AVERAGE 
VERTICAL VELOCITY 

3.45 
2.87 
2.81 
2.32 
2.70 
2.89 
2.72 
3.02 
2.96 
2.39 
2.32 
2.72 
2.75 
3.00 
2.82 
3.04 
3.27 
2.79 
3.00 
2.80 
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